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Testimony to the work of Donna Williams and the WordLoveWordLove documentary.  

 

In 2004 the east and southern coast regions of Sri Lanka were impacted by the enormous 
surge waves of the Asian tsunami in an event of unprecedented magnitude and destruction. 
While direct effects were obvious, secondary repercussions were equally huge in terms of 
human suffering both physical and mental. It is hard to over emphasize the degree of shock 
experienced by the majority and in the especially vulnerable, the children of the region. 
The effects were catastrophic. Rose Charities managed to transport a medical team into the 
region on request of the local paediatric hospital in just over a week but assessment 
revealed problems far deeper than the directly physical and structural. The deepest 
psychological foundations of security of so many children had been utterly uprooted 
through the process of instantaneous ‘out of the blue’ losses of home, parents, friends, 
school and others. Suddenly, for tens of thousands, all they knew had been churned into 
non-existence or an utterly different form.  

 

Donna Williams, creator of WordLoveWorldLove, proposed documenting the power of 
words to assist children in healing from trauma after a life altering crisis. She would co-
produce her documentary with Tony Papa of Avanti Pictures (2004 Gemini Award). Donna 
made contact with Rose Charities after attending the 2005 Tsunami Imprints Exhibit, at the 
Pendulum Gallery in Vancouver. Powerful, emotional drawings from children who received 
post tsunami counselling displayed the dramatic layers of loss experienced.   

 

The WordLove idea was simple but beautifully effective. It was to help restore roots and 
psychological foundations for the disaster stricken elementary school children in Sri Lanka 
by linking them with messages of friendship from their caring and concerned child 
counterparts in Canada. It was the elegance of that concept that made the idea work. The 
simple exchange of words. But not just any words. Words that would connect, would heal, 
words of kindness, of caring, compassion and empathy. Words sent from Canada and words 
received in return in a personal but worldly exchange. Children empowering children 
through their words.  

 

 




